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United kingdom simulator 2 profiles

The mainland in the United Kingdom includes mountains, swamps, beaches, cliffs, lakes and canyons. The topography of each country is slightly different. The United Kingdom includes England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Each country has its own unique features, but there are common traits among them, such as rolling hills.
However, some regions, such as England, Scotland and Wales, have higher mountains; Ireland is known for its lower mountains. Wales includes many caves and deep waterfalls, while Ireland has one of the largest freshwater lakes in western Europe and England England is known for its cliffs in Dover and beaches along the English
Channel. It's easy for visitors to feel relaxed in the UK. At the height of its empire, Britain ruled about a quarter of the world, and echoes of its colonial past still affect the language and culture of about 30 percent of the world's population in the 54 member states of the Commonwealth. So it's natural for a lot of people to think England is just
like home... with different climates and accents. However, there are things to keep in mind to help you have a safe trip, spend money wisely, and dissolve with the locals. 01 of 05 Thinkstock Images/Getty Images Driving on the left isn't hard to get used to, but if you haven't done it before, don't try to learn in the middle of traffic. The city's
famous racers are impatient. London traffic can be intimidating, even to other Britons, and Birmingham is a nightmare to get in and out of cars. In addition, if you rent a car in London or another major city, you will waste a lot of money every day to park it. Instead, use public transport to enjoy a car-free city visit, then take a train to a quieter
town or village and arrange to pick up your rental car there. Never turn when the traffic light is red. If you turn right, because you are allowed to do so in many parts of the U.S., you will turn directly into traffic to come. If you turn left (which is equivalent to the other side, as you would be in the left lane to start) you will break the law and
could be caught on a traffic camera to run a red light. Proceed to 2 of 5 below. 02 of 05 Viktoria Rodriguez/EyeEm/Getty Images Visitors often underestimate the value of British coins. When you're used to nickels, dimes and quarters, or small five- and 10-cent Euro coins, that pocket the British coins you're berkuras with so many small
changes. British pound coins may look like play money but are worth about USD $1.35 (in 2016), and two-pound coins are worth more than $2.50. Therefore, a handful of coins can buy sandwiches and drinks. Spend it before you leave as most banks and currency exchanges will not exchange coins for your own currency. Proceed to 3 of
5 below. 03 of 05 Fabian Krause/EyeEm/Getty Images British locals love to race up (or down) the left side of escalators at shops, airports and train stations. If you prefer to stand patiently in one place bottom to top, stay on the right, leaving the left side free to pass through traffic. Otherwise, you will see a lot of frowning faces and should
suffer the anger of those who try to push the past. City people, in particular, consider wandering on the left escalator akin to pushing in front of the line instead of waiting your turn... You're going to get a lot of grumbling. Continue to 4 of 5 below. 04 of 05 WireImage/Getty Images Britons take their royal traditions with a grain of salt. The
royal family is part of British history and heritage. But even dyed-in-the-wool royalists aren't above joking about them or taking a light-hearted approach to the subject. Don't be surprised by the flippant attitude towards the Queen, her children, and grandchildren that you might see on television and in the press. Be careful making your own
jokes, though. Until you know the laying of the ground and the feelings of the people, it is best not to start the royal humor yourself. And, if you're introduced to someone with a title, don't pretend if you should curtsy. Just treat them with the same respect you would give to others. Proceed to 5 of 5 below. 05 out of 05 Ferne Arfin No one
bothers someone from Scotland or Wales more than called England. In Northern Ireland, if you call local English, you can start a fight. The full official names of the United Kingdom are United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. The United Kingdom consists of England, Scotland and Wales, each a distinctive country with much control over
local government, local culture, reviving the national language and strong ethnic identity. If you're not sure who you're talking to, or which country you happen to be in, use English and English as safe general terms. Tipping in London and the rest of the UK, like tipping in most other places, can be awkward and embarrassing if you're
wrong. And, in the UK, tipping when you don't need to be able to add unnecessary expenses to your travel expenses. To save you money (especially if you're a traveller who's used to tipping at 20 per cent) and making sure everyone is treated fairly, make sure you know when and who to tip on your trip to the UK. Also, make sure you
have the correct currency: The UK uses the British pound rather than the euro. In the UK, most hotel workers don't expect to be tipped unless they do something special for you or if you stay in a high-end hotel. However, some hotels have begun instituting optional service fees that will be added to your bill. You will see this mostly in hotels
with spa and gym facilities, where many staff members are required to keep things in top condition. If you prefer more things in how many tips you have, you can choose to remove the bill from your bill. You can tip a bellhop 1 to 2 pounds to help with your bag. If the doorman calls you a taxi, tip 1 to 5 pounds accordingly, depending on
how luxurious the hotel hotel is usually endless, but you can leave a few pounds in the room before you check out. Valet parking is rare in the UK and as there is usually a fee, tipping is not necessary. When dining out, a service fee of 12-15 per cent can be added to your bill, but this practice is not universal in UK restaurants. If you see a
service charge on your bill, you don't need to tip. If there is no service charge, a tip at 10 percent is standard. In the pub, you are not expected to tip. If the barman gives you excellent service, you can offer a small amount (such as the price of half a pint of beer), in words, and have one for yourself or something similar. Bartenders can pour
drinks on the spot or can set aside money for a drink later. You're not expected to tip for food in pubs either but, with the growth of gastropubs, this has become something of a grey area. If you feel the pub is more of a restaurant with a bar than a pub serving food, you may want to leave a tip similar to what you would leave in a restaurant.
You might see a tip jar at the counter when getting a takeaway. There is no pressure to top it up but people often leave small changes after they pay. In the UK, it's typical to tip your taxi driver. Normally, it is common to collect to the nearest pound, but for a measured taxi ride, a tip of 10 percent of the total fare will be acceptable. If you
take a country taxi or minicab, you may be charged a previously agreed fixed rate, which most people do not tip. At the end of a guided tour, it is customary to give your guide a small tip for a job well done. If you are well connected and you have been well cared for and well entertained, you can tip 10 to 15 percent of the cost of the tour.
Consider a minimum of 2 to 4 pounds for one traveler, 1 to 2 pounds per person for families. On bus or bus trips, the driver will often have a container near the exit where you can leave your tip. If you've been on a tour a few days, and especially if the coach driver also acts as a tour guide, tip the coach driver 2 to 4 pounds per person for
each day of the trip. Tipping a spa is not a common practice in the UK, but if you cut your hair or nails done, you should tip the stylist. At the hair salon, tip your stylist on 10 percent of the total bill. Manicurists should tip on 10 percent of the total bill. Thanks for telling us! The UK is a year-round destination, with seaside, countryside and
local towns to explore. The most popular time to visit is during the summer when the weather is the hottest and most people take their vacation. cold is the most unpopular time, but it is there and many indoor attractions such as museums and theaters to keep visitors busy. Spring and autumn bring pleasant weather and fewer crowds.high
season: July to Septemberlow season: November to March Season: April to June, OctoberNo matter what the season, England can change from day to day and hour to hour, from warm and sunny to cool and rainy. In general, summers are warm during the day and cool at night, with temperatures ranging from the high 50s to high 60s,
and some days reaching the 80s. Winter temperatures are cooler, ranging from the low 30s to the low 40s. Spring and autumn have a mix of warm and cold days with temperatures in the 40s, 50s, and sometimes 60s. The North of England has much cooler weather than the south. The most crowded Time Crowd Information is during the
summer months and bank holidays such as New Year's Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, May Day, Christmas Day, and Boxing Day (December 26). Attractions and destinations also get busier during school holiday times, which include mid-July to early September, two weeks at Christmas and Easter, and a week in mid-October and
mid-February.Hotel Closure Information, shops and other places generally remain open throughout the year. However, some small resorts may be closed during low season. When SavePrices fluctuates according to season and location. Hotels can be much cheaper during the winter. When to bookin general, book two months before the
trip. However, last-minute offers are often available.Information provided by Enjoy England England
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